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Year of the 2013 Female Water Snake
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by Michele Duffy
On Sunday February 10, 2013 the Lunar New Year of the Female Water Snake began. Do you feel the subtle shift to calmer, wise, and
intuitive times of the Female Water Snake of 2013 and are you also happy to say goodbye to the Erratic Water Dragon of 2012? The
arrival of the beautiful and wise Female Snake ushers in her mesmerizing and charismatic aura and a fresh wave of transformative
energy will be felt by all. It’s time to shed our old skins, self-limiting habits that no longer feel authentically ours, and say goodbye to
people who are not aligned with our higher purpose. Do you feel the hypnotic splendor of the new beginning of the Female Water
Snake year and new energy to re-claim the grounded spirit of who you were at birth?
Finally, you can shed your skin and be reborn.
Are you ready for the private and mysterious ride of rediscovering the private innocence and wonder you felt inside
as a child? A smooth shift into the Snake year, to re-discover
and embrace simple joys, less confrontational times, and
loving people?
If you have not yet connected to the energy of the Female
Water Snake, perhaps de-cluttering, space clearing and
deep cleaning are needed! Remember, at the beginning of
each New Year, it is critical to say goodbye to the old
energy and hello and welcome to the new energy! Your
clutter or “stuff” may be holding you back, making you feel
stuck or creating a stagnant energetic in many areas of your

life including but not limited to career, finances, health,
relationships and happiness!
So, do your very best to welcome the spiritual energy of the
Snake, revered around the world as a symbolic example of
spirituality, strength, power, wisdom, and sensuality. Our
western perspectives of the Snake are not unfounded but the
Snake is so much more than our fears!
The Snake has an historical place of honour in many world
cultures. So in 2013, borrow from the Female Snake
enchantment, mystery, spirituality, and creativity for the
benefit of your personal intentions for 2013 and for all living
beings! 2013 will support the opening of your mind and heart
and aligning your intentions and motivations for your own

personal transformation that embraces wisdom and
introspection. Now is the time for introspection, reflection,
and deep experiences and for
taking that yoga class or finally
writing your novel! It is an uber
fortunate time to develop a spiritual
practice if you do not already have
one as this year, your efforts to start
fresh will be supported. Rewards,
success and progress are found in
the inner world of spirit and the
emphasis is not in the outer world
of material things.
This year let it go! Go with the flow! Say goodbye to
attachments that are holding you back in the emotional,
physical, mental, spiritual or financial realms. Let go of what
is no longer serving your life’s purpose!
So, in the mystery of the Female Snake year re-birth of your
being, you must practice honesty about your past behavioral
patterns since it is key to letting them go once and for all and
so the course for your future does actually change!!
Water is life itself! Female Snake will plant her refined seeds
for growth in future days and creativity, passion and good
fortune will manifest, so do not squander this year and even
though at times, it may feel slow but steady. This is the time to
set your dreams on a course to manifest your wildest dreams!
You will not easily fluster this year and instead, will stand tall
like a pillar of strength.
While each Astrological sign will have slightly varied
experiences in 2013, the Yin Water Snake year is the time
for powerful rebirth and transformation in all areas of your
life for most of the signs but some will have a bumpier ride
than others.
Try not to hold back on expressing your love more fully and
purposely for others through your sincere and heartfelt thoughts,
words and deeds! Perhaps your love for others can be expressed
privately through random acts of kindness as a daily practice,
your art, or the loving creativity of cooking a delightful dish.
In 2013 business, Water Snakes are influential, intellectual
and insightful and manage others as a part of the tribe
themselves. Motivated, tenacious, determined and resolute
about success and this year it will be very important to not
only be recognized for all efforts towards success, but also to
be rewarded for them as well! In Chinese culture, water is
associated with career and money. Try to temper the Water
Snake energetic to have what they desire regardless of who
they hurt along the way with more insight into cultivating a
good work ethic that is also grounded in compassion and
generosity for others! Do not let the pace of the Snake year
encourage boredom in your work, anticipate that possibility
and have a plan to re-energize your work with fresh creativity
and new revenue streams! Sometimes when Snakes appear to
be slacking off they are actually at the height of their creativity
so do not second guess your own activities if they are aligned
with your higher self, yes, more so, in business! Be precise,
organized, tap into good problem solving, meet deadlines with
lightening speed, stay on track with your goals and reap the
financial rewards! Look before you leap into any financial

deal in 2013! This year, if you lead with the heart, even
privately, not outwardly in business, your good work ethic will
pay off handsomely, bringing you much fortune and material
satisfaction. This year try not to be out for number one or
solely for material gain as it will benefit you to see the larger
karmic picture of your life’s path and live more spiritually,
non-harmfully and ethically and re-aligned for future success.
Be organized, de-clutter your office, and let the letting go
process transform your work life as well. Say ‘goodbye’ to
what has not worked and ‘hello’ to the new, fresh, intuitive,
wise; and watch your financial garden bloom!

ACTIVATE THE WATER ELEMENT in 2013!
In the Desert, we are missing the WATER ELEMENT!!! This
presents many challenges related to careers and money.
Flowing, moving water is a crucial element as it moves
constantly, carries and accumulates Qi (vital energy or
life force) through an environment. Water is relaxing,
soothes the spirit, and energizing. It also symbolizes
career, money and prosperity. Yin/Yang means harmony,
health, balance.
Yin water is still water, like a pond ... and stagnation is
never auspicious. We want to create Yang water, like the
big ocean, moving and deep like the sea or lake, so
water features like fountains are perfect!
The element of the 2013 Year Pillar is water so to honour
and activate the water element is necessary for career and
financial success; and easy as sailing into the sunset!

Home and office design this year should be refreshed with the
full palette of blue water colors and black. Blue wavy patterns
on pillows of water color paintings especially with the actual
water element featured, mottled or not, placed properly to
activate the water element of the Female Water Snake in your
home or office. Adding serpentine glass sculptures or
paintings are also important in the foyer to welcome the New
Year of the Female Water Snake to your dwelling to invite and
welcome blessings into your home, or office for the whole
year. Choose a gentle water feature such as a table top water
fountain that has a pleasant, calming sound and the flow of the
water goes up first and then trickles down. Your design
choices should include a penchant for the sophisticated, and
one expensive furnishing rather than three reasonably priced
versions! Making elegant, luxurious and graceful design
choices will surround you with the comfort that is fitting for
the Female Snake year.
Make peace a part of your environment and transform your
spaces into places to nourish the soul, rejuvenate, and de stress
so you thrive, succeed and stay well rested for all of the
excitement the year will bring!
Michele Duffy, M.F.S., Canyon Ranch’s Feng Shui Master, lives in
Tuscon AZ and loves to transform spaces to benefit others’
lives. Contact Michele for Residential, Commercial and Color
Feng Shui Design Consultations, Annual Divine Timing Astrology
Readings, Space Clearings & Blessings, Corporate Workshops, &
Speaking Engagements at 520-647-4887 or
spaceharmony@gmail.com
http://www.mandalafengshui.com
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Presented by Terri Perrin

Fill a Wealth Vase with Intention
Join certified Feng Shui Consultant and Author,
Terri Perrin, Fine Art of Intention Feng Shui,
for an interactive and inspiring sharing of ancient
Feng Shui wisdom, adapted for a modern world,
with a focus on increasing your prosperity.
Relax through a guided meditation to lift your life
force energy and learn how to become more
grounded and open to new opportunities.
Learn how to focus your attention on your
intention so you can realize increased wealth
that comes in the form of better health, family
harmony, lasting friendships, improved
relationships, and improved life satisfaction.

Fill a Wealth Vase with Intention by creating
your very own prosperity symbol
filled with powerful Feng Shui cure items.
Registration Fee includes supplies – only $108:









A beautiful vase with lid;
Five Elements fabric and string;
Chinese coins;
A mini Buddha;
Chinese ingot (money pot);
Pyrite (fool’s gold);
Clear quartz crystals; and
More!

Space is limited! Four convenient sessions are offered for this popular workshop – select your day and time
Saturday, May 11, 2013
Session 1: 9:00-11:30 am OR Session 2: 1:00-3:30 pm

Sunday, May 12, 2013
Session 3: 9:00-11:30 am OR Session 4: 1:00-3:30 pm

All workshops will be held in Calgary, AB – location to be confirmed

Click here to REGISTER TODAY!
Register by midnight March 31 for Early Bird Special $99 – Enter promo code EB99 at checkout
st

Online Specials

The Year of the Water Snake will be transformational – a year of calmness and intuitiveness. This is an excellent
time to clean, clear and bless your home. Declutter, clear with Sage, cleanse with Sandalwood Incense and bless your
home with a Cinnabar ritual – great tools to help you welcome the promising energy of the Year of the Water Snake.

Cinnabar Powder

This high quality Cinnabar Powder is a powerful ingredient used in BTB Feng Shui blessing ceremonies such as the Rice Blessing,
to remove negative energies and enhance positive energies.
It is used by Feng Shui Consultants and is for external application only – to be handled with care and not to be ingested.

Cinnabar Powder (5 gram jar)
Special Offer - $28.95

Cinnabar Powder (1 gram capsule)
Special Offer - $9.45

This jar of Cinnabar contains 5 grams,
which is sufficient for five to six
ceremonies.

This convenient single-use Cinnabar
capsule contains 1 gram,
which is perfect for one ceremony

Includes six (6) latex gloves (one-size)

Includes one (1) latex glove (one-size)

Order Today!

Order Today!

Smudging (purification) is a powerful way to transform energy in a space. It is a simple ritual used whenever you need to cleanse,
balance or purify a space. It is a common practice used to purify a new home before moving in, in health centers to keep the
space clear, and to remove negative, stagnant energy in places where or difficulties have been encountered. Sage is one of the
most sacred and cleansing herbs used by many different cultures for clearing negative energy, purifying surrounding space and
for starting something new. The clean burning sage smoke attaches itself to the negative energy of the area and cleanses it so
that it becomes positive energy.

White Sage

White Sage is the most masculine and
powerful cleanser and is acknowledged
for its healing properties. This broad leaf
sage is organic and is valued for its robust
aromatic properties.

Order at Special Price $4.45

Sandalwood Incense

Once you have finished cleaning a room, light this
small 4” Sandalwood incense stick and allow it to
completely burn out (about 15 minutes). Bless the
room with the sacred Three Secrets Reinforcement.
Repeat as you move from room to room.

Order at Special Price $2.95

Abalone Shell

The Abalone Shell is a traditional holder to burn smudge when transforming the energy in a space. The
use of this natural shell provides a representation of the four elements; the shell for water, the wooden
match for fire, the herbs and ashes for the earth, and the smoke for the air. The embers from the
burning smudge are safe to fall into the shell and at an approximate length of 5”, this Abalone Shell is
the perfect size to hold when smudging.

Order at Special Price $13.95
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